Blackheath Natural Health

JAW RUBBING HOMEWORK
The TMJ
Where the skull bone meets the jaw bone you have the TMJ (temporal
mandibular joint) which is a hinge joint that sits just in front of your
ear. This joint is one of the most used joints in the entire body
capable of a greater range of movement than any other joint - the
average person opens and closes their jaw a minimum of 2000
times a day. 50% of the brain’s messages filter through this
area. And the muscles here are really powerful. The two TMJ’s
operate completely independently of one another, but yet have to be delicately balanced to
open and close both sides of your mouth at the same speed. And a lot of us are out of
balance. Dental surgery, whiplash, and heavy stress put you at risk for having one side open
before the other, or having just one side do all the work. And that’s where the pain typically
starts.

Jaw circles

to alleviate tension and pain

(pic left) Brace your jaw by putting one hand flat against your face and jaw.
(pic right) Using your fingertips in a circular motion, gently
massage along the line of the other side of your jaw starting
beside the top of the ear and working your way down to your
chin with a firm pressure. Rubbing on the jaw not underneath
the jaw line. Do this on both sides.
Go back and forward over any areas which feel tight, lumpy or
gristly. These are congested areas and need to be worked on
more. You may experience pain or discomfort so work around
and into the area so you’re not constantly on the painful area.
Open and close your mouth slowly at the same time to increase the
effect. This may help to lessen discomfort.
You may also want to try gently pulling your chin down until your mouth begins to open, relaxing the jaw muscles.
Jaw rubbing can be done at any time. Helpful to do before sleep to relax the jaw and lessen a tendency to teeth
grind in sleep. Also useful to do when you wake up, a way of training the jaw not to tighten up during the day. Any
time you’re sitting and not doing an activity you can rub your jaw. We hold so much tension in our jaw and this can
affect many other areas in the body, notably the sacrum and hip area.
Do jaw rubbing daily, morning and evening thoroughly, and at any other times of the day that you can.

